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SUBJECT:
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1.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1

This project update for the Community Hub, Library and Innovation Centre (CLIC)
Project covers the period since the November 2016 update report. Progress has
occurred under the following key tasks:
1.1.1 SGS Economics and Planning - Economic and Social Analysis report has been
received after some refinement following Special Council Workshop
presentation on 15 November.
1.1.2 The Project Executive Group (PEG) continues to meet regularly to work through
the detail of the documentation and research associated with the CLIC Project.
The Actions List has been updated with items progressed by key Council staff.
1.1.3 Community Reference Group (CRG) call for expression of interest for key
stakeholders has been completed with appointments to be made by PEG on 20
December 2016.

1.2

Since the Council workshop of November, SGS Economics and Planning have been
refining their detailed report which is provided (Attachments 1-40). Their report
analyses nine (9) project scale options across the two sites and ranks them according
to three distinct criteria – 1 True financial analysis, 2 Benefit cost ratio and 3 Net
community benefit.

1.3

In order to move towards a decision (for January 2017), BRM Holdich have been
engaged to assist in interpreting the detail and cross referencing with previous reports,
workshop and tour notes, best practice as well as previous consultation outcomes.

2.

RECOMMENDATION
(1)

Council receives and notes the progress update for the Community Hub,
Library and Innovation Centre (CLIC) for the period 23 November until 20
December 2016.

(2)

Council adopts the content of the ‘Library/Community Hub: Economic and
Social Analysis’ report prepared by SGS Economics and Planning (as
presented in Attachments 1-40)
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(3)

Council notes that a decision on site and scale of project will be informed
by an independent analysis report and recommendation to be provided by
BRM Holdich in January 2017.

(4)

Council receives and notes the Project Executive Group (PEG) Actions List
(as presented in Attachments 41-43).

3.

RELEVANCE TO CORE STRATEGIES / POLICY

3.1

Council’s Community Engagement and Consultation Policy – November 2012

3.2

Strategic Plan to 2020 Theme 1 – People “Know, empower, celebrate, educate and
activate our community”

3.3

Strategy 1.1

Know our community

Strategy 1.4

Celebrate our diverse and creative community

Strategic Plan to 2020 Theme 2 – Place “Loved heritage, leafy streets, fabulous
places”
Strategy 2.1

3.4

Respect the past, create our future

Strategic Plan to 2020 Theme 4 – Services “Leaders of the sector providing efficient,
responsive, accessible services”
Strategy 4.1

Excellence in Infrastructure

Strategy 4.2

Sound Financial Management

Strategy 4.4

Accountable and people-focused services

•

The actions and initiatives detailed within this report are directly connected to the
above aspects of Council’s current Strategic Plan. The Community Engagement
and Communication Plan for the project are based upon the requirement to ‘know’
our communities, be inclusive of a broad cross section of our residents and
ensuring that residents are well informed of the steps being taken for the
development of the CLIC, with clearly identified opportunities to become involved
and influence the project outcome.

•

Delivery of the CLIC will be based upon that aspect of the Strategic Plan referring
to ‘fabulous places’, requiring a high quality facility that is loved by our
communities.

•

Strategies within Theme 4 of the Strategic Plan (Services) speak to Council’s
requirement that the CLIC is delivered on time and on budget according to our
standards of excellence.

4.

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

4.1

Community involvement within the period of this project update has been limited to
discussions with community stakeholders to identify expressions of interest for potential
membership within the proposed Community Reference Group (CRG).
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5.

DISCUSSION

5.1

Subsequent to the 15 November Special Council Workshop presentation by Dr Marcus
Spiller from SGS Economics and Planning, Council staff have worked with SGS to
further refine the resulting report.
This refinement includes the editing of references, additional explanatory text regarding
financials and further refining the projects relationship to Council’s recently adopted
Strategic Plan to 2020. The outcomes that have been identified for inclusion in the final
report are:
• Outcome 1.1.1 - A community connected with others
• Outcome 1.3.1 – Community services, recreation areas and facilities are able to
meet the current and future needs for all stages of life
• Outcome 1.3.2 – Lifelong learning opportunities are developed and promoted
• Outcome 1.3.3 – Accessible library, toy library and local history services are
available for all
• Outcome 3.1.1 – A busy and vibrant local business environment focused on the
Prospect Village Heart
• Outcome 3.2.1 – A City with more people on the streets and more places to go at
night
• Outcome 3.2.2 – A City with after-hours family friendly activities in our buildings,
parks and open spaces

5.2

Fundamentally the refinement of the report relates to the desire to ‘flat line’ all of the
proposed options in terms of the scale of the new development to level out at a CLIC
with a floor area of 2,400m2. The draft presented by SGS at the Workshop varied
between one of that scale and a facility referred to as a ‘modest’ improvement over
current Thomas Street Centre facilities. On reflection and as there is no desire for just
a ‘modest’ improvement from elected members or from community (as understood
through ‘aspirational’ consultation undertaken earlier in 2016), this amendment was
necessary.

5.3

This change led to the multiple options being analysed as per the table below (excerpt
from SGS Report) B A S E C A S E A N D O P T I O N S F R A MEWO R K
Option 1: Community hub at Main North Road (MNR) + relocation of depot (Base Case)
Option 2: Community hub at MNR + mixed use development + retention of depot at MNR
Option 2a: Community hub at MNR + mixed use development + relocation of depot
Option 3: Community hub at MNR + new Civic Centre at MNR + retention of depot at MNR
Option 4: Community hub at MNR + new Civic Centre at MNR + mixed use development at MNR +
disposal of Prospect Road site + retention of depot at MNR
Option 4a: Community hub at MNR + new Civic Centre at MNR + mixed use development at MNR +
disposal of Prospect Rd site + relocation of depot
Option 5: Community hub at Prospect Rd + new Civic Centre at Prospect Rd + retention of depot + sale
of MNR site (balance)
Option 6: Community hub at Prospect Rd + new Civic Centre at Prospect Rd + retention of depot + sale
of MNR site (balance) + mixed use development at Prospect Rd
Option 6a: Community hub at Prospect Rd + new Civic Centre at Prospect Rd + sale of MNR site + mixed
use development at Prospect Rd + relocation of depot
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5.4

The refinement has changed the data and financials with this then impacting on the
ranking of all of the options presented across the two sites. New conclusions and
findings have been developed by SGS Economics and Planning in the
‘Library/Community Hub: Economic and Social Analysis’ report (as presented in
Attachments 1-40).
SGS have been able to provide rankings of the options across the two sites for all the
options discussed at the workshop. These rankings are under three distinct criteria
and the task of refining this further (based on previous reports, workshop and tour
notes, best practice and community sentiment known through previous consultation) to
form a recommendation in January 2017 for the consideration of Council. The table
below shows the rankings separated but does not highlight a preference or preferences
for Council at this stage.

5.5

PEG continues to meet regularly to work through the detail of the documentation and
research associated with the CLIC Project. The Actions List has been updated with
items progressed by key Council staff (as presented in Attachments 41-43).
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Key recent discussion points, actions and outcomes include:

5.6

•

The drafting of a Project Manager (or Project Consultant) brief has been
undertaken in preparation for the calling of expressions of interest.
Consideration is being given to the delivery model for the project and the
desired role of the independent contractor engaged to either deliver the project
(in the case of a project manager) or to guide the delivery of the project (in the
case of a project consultant). The brief covering these options will seek a true
leader for all steps in the project and includes the draft project schedule
previously provided to Council.

•

Options for establishing a definitive pathway or process for entering into a
public-private partnership (PPP) has commenced. This action has occurred
given the two highest ranked options across each site include a partner or an
income component in the calculations.

•

A PPP may, for example, enable Council to partner with a private entity who
would take on responsibility for the construction of the CLIC (and additional
development) on the selected site, with Council subsequently divesting
ownership of the additional development (and the relevant portion of the site) to
the private partner. Another pathway may be a land sale and leaseback option
to maximise developer interest. These are important decisions for the Council
and can be made after a site has been selected. Consideration of Council’s risk
profile (including an analysis of risk required, risk capacity and risk tolerance)
would inform the selection of the preferred investment model.

The Community Engagement Strategy identifies the opportunities for stakeholders and
our community to contribute to all stages throughout the life of the project. Expression
of Interest for key stakeholders to be members of a Community Reference Group
(CRG) has been completed. The utilisation of the CRG provides a planned two way
process in which the Prospect community (through key stakeholders) have multiple
opportunities to provide input to (and inform) the project. This will enhance the
decision making processes.
PEG will consider the expression of interest applications and will select and appoint
members to the CRG at 20 December meeting.

5.6

On-going project updates will be provided to Council as an agenda item within ordinary
meetings, decision making points and key milestones will be clearly identified in a
timely manner with a view to the project being completed on-time and on-budget.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1-40

SGS Economics and Planning ‘Library/Community Hub:
Economic and Social Analysis’ report

Attachment 41-43

PEG Actions List
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© SGS Economics and Planning Pty Ltd 2016
This report has been prepared for Prospect City Council. SGS Economics
and Planning has taken all due care in the preparation of this report.
However, SGS and its associated consultants are not liable to any
person or entity for any damage or loss that has occurred, or may
occur, in relation to that person or entity taking or not taking action in
respect of any representation, statement, opinion or advice referred to
herein.
SGS Economics and Planning Pty Ltd
ACN 007 437 729

www.sgsep.com.au
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INTRODUCTION
Background

t

By August 2019, the City of Prospect must vacate the former Nailsworth Primary School site at 1 Thomas
Street, Nailsworth, which has housed a Council library service for more than 35 years. The Council has
been ‘on a journey’ to identify a preferred site for the replacement library (and associated facilities).

en

This journey has included a qualitative and quantitative analysis of a number of candidate sites (reducing
them to a field of four), fact finding visits to leading examples of library services elsewhere, community
consultation programs and structured discussions with Councillors and staff about the level of service
expected from Prospect’s new facility.
More recently, Council has further narrowed the list of candidate sites for the new facility to two
possibilities; the Prospect Civic Centre on Prospect Road and the Tram Barn/Depots Site at the corner of
Main North Road, Johns Road and Gordon Road.

hm

Council sees this project as an opportunity to develop more than just a library. The new facility will act as
a community hub and innovation centre as well as providing traditional library services in a
contemporary setting. Moreover, Council believes that this is a ‘once in a lifetime project’ which can be
used to boost general amenity in its host locale by facilitating complementary housing and commercial
development. In this way, the investment in a community hub and innovation centre is expected to
provide a broader economic uplift for Prospect.
The next step in Council’s journey is to subject the two candidate sites to more detailed assessment from
an economic and wider community benefit perspective. This work is the focus of the current report.

tac

This report responds to a Council brief which directed SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd (SGS) to
appraise the candidate sites with reference to a range of criteria. These included “market analysis,
consideration of site opportunities and constraints, opportunity cost assessment, staff / operational
impact and financing options”. Moreover, “risk considerations and social benefit” were to inform the
research.

At

Following initial briefings, Council identified 9 specific options across the two sites for SGS to evaluate.
One of these (Option 1) formed the ‘base case’ against which SGS assessed the net financial outcome for
Council and the wider social, economic and environmental benefits for the community as a whole. The 9
options were the starting point for a facilitated conversation with Councillors which formed part of the
work in preparing this report. The options are outlined in Table 1 and described in more detail in the
body of this report.
The stated intention of this brief of work was to provide a resource to empower Councillors and
management to make a decision on the best site for the replacement library and the extent of
development on the site. The purpose was not to make an outright recommendation on a preferred site
and development mix.

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 5
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TA BLE 1. BASE C A SE AN D OP TI ON S F RA ME WOR K

Option 5:
Option 6:
Option 6a:

t

Option 4a:

Community hub at Main North Road (MNR) + relocation of depot (Base Case)
Community hub at MNR + mixed use development + retention of depot at MNR
Community hub at MNR + mixed use development + relocation of depot
Community hub at MNR + new Civic Centre at MNR + retention of depot at MNR
Community hub at MNR + new Civic Centre at MNR + mixed use development at MNR
+ disposal of Prospect Road site + retention of depot at MNR
Community hub at MNR + new Civic Centre at MNR + mixed use development at MNR
+ disposal of Prospect Rd site + relocation of depot
Community hub at Prospect Rd + new Civic Centre at Prospect Rd + retention of depot
+ sale of MNR site (balance)
Community hub at Prospect Rd + new Civic Centre at Prospect Rd + retention of depot
+ sale of MNR site (balance) + mixed use development at Prospect Rd
Community hub at Prospect Rd + new Civic Centre at Prospect Rd + sale of MNR site +
mixed use development at Prospect Rd + relocation of depot

Source: City of Prospect

Previous work

1.2

en

Option 1:
Option 2:
Option 2a:
Option 3:
Option 4:

Libraries Alive! Prospect Library Report (2015)
LibraryPLUS- consultation Feedback and Library Tour notes (2016)
Council workshop notes on the future of library services (2015)
Prospect library site options- council workshop criteria, finance and risk (2016)
Prospect library site selection Inizio report (2016)
Current Library services general user statistics (2015)
Current Library current users by suburb and age (2016)
New Build functional floor space requirements (2016)
Current library staffing FTE costs, maintenance and outgoings (2016), and
Traffic data for innovation centre (2016).

tac

-

hm

The City of Prospect provided SGS with a wealth of information to assist in the economic and community
assessment. This included a large body of research and analysis already completed by Council on
developing a new expanded library service. The following library specific documents were reviewed by
SGS as part of this analysis:

In addition, Council provided SGS with financial information for both the Prospect Road and Main North
Road sites. This was included in the following documents:
-

At

-

Valuation of Prospect Road (2013 extrapolated to 2016 figures with rezoning, CPI and recent
sales stats considered )
Valuation of 82 Johns Road and 218 Main North Road (2016)
Council property financial reporting and asset register (values at 2013)
Civic centre maintenance projections and useful life by component (2016)
Special council report on Purchase Investment advice for 218 Main North Road (2011), and
Current depot site Assets and Engineering report (2016) and Draft Strategic Plan to 2020.

So that the analysis was duly cognisant of wider council policies, plans and activities, the following
documents were also reviewed by SGS:
-

City of Prospect Annual Business Plan (2016- 2017)
City of Prospect Strategic Plan (2012- 2016)
City of Prospect Vacancy Report (2015)
Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 6
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Main North Road Masterplan (2016)
Prospect Road Masterplan (2009)
Land use maps for Prospect Road and Main North Road (2016)
Prospect NE and SE Local Area Traffic Management Plan (2016), and
Urban Corridor Zone Developments (2016).

Additional information was provided to SGS after specific requests, via email, telephone discussions, face
to face meetings and site visits. This report draws upon all of these sources of information to varying
degrees.

Conceptual approach to economic and community assessment

t

1.3

en

Based on the business case processes routinely pursued by governments across Australia, the exercise of
finding the best site for Prospect’s replacement library and community hub would comprise the four
elements illustrated in Figure 1.

hm

Firstly, any option must be shown to be compliant with Council’s policies and objectives. Secondly,
options should be tested for their contribution to net community wellbeing, taking into account the full
gamut of financial and non-financial cost and benefits. Thirdly, the financial implications of each option
for Council must be properly analysed to confirm that Council can, indeed, ‘afford’ the preferred option.
Finally, the contemplated preferred option must be demonstrably deliverable, given the resources,
capacity and risk appetite of Council.
FI G URE 1 E LE ME N TS O F OP T ION S APP RA I SA L

tac

Policy alignment

How does the project at hand
advanced adopted Council plans,
policies and objectives for
Prospect?

How confident can Council be
that the option which is preferred
on policy, financial and economic
grounds can actually be
delivered?

Delivery risk assessment

At

RESOLUTION OF
PREFERRED SITE
AND DELIVERY
STRATEGY FOR NEW
PROSPECT LIBRARY

Source: SGS Economics and Planning Pty Ltd
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For the purposes of this report, it has been assumed that both candidate sites have sufficient alignment
with Council policies, and that Council can readily deliver the library/community hub on either site and
with any of the contemplated mixes of accompanying housing development as envisaged in the 9
options.
The focus in this report is therefore on the second and third elements (cost benefit analysis (CBA) and
financial analysis) of the four part evaluation process set out in Figure 1.

1.4

en

t

As mentioned, CBA is carried out with reference to a ‘Base Case’ which is ordinarily defined to be the
default or business as usual outcome. In this report, the Base Case involves the creation of a
library/community hub on the tram barn site on Main North Road to achieve minimum best practice
standards with no further development on that site and retaining the civic centre on the existing
Prospect Road site. The Base Case also envisages relocation of depot operations from the Main North
Road site.

Structure of the report

At

tac

hm

The structure of the report follows the conceptual framework just outlined. The next Section (2) briefly
profiles the two development sites, drawing on relevant earlier studies. Section 3 expands on the
development options while Section 4 provides the CBA of the options against the Base Case and Section
5 reports on the financial analysis. The final Section (6) draws together the overall findings of the
financial and economic/social impact analysis.

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 8
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2.1

CANDIDATE SITES
Prospect Road site

Physical characteristics

126-134 Prospect Road, Prospect
5,830 square metres (outlined in green)
662 square metres (outlined in blue)
4,163 square metres (highlighted in pink)

At
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FI G URE 2. P RO SPE C T ROAD SI TE

en

Address
Total Site Area
Town Hall Site Area
Potential Development Area

t

The principal characteristics of the site are summarised as follows:

Source: City of Prospect, 2016

The eastern side of the site is bounded by Prospect Road. Prospect Road serves as the primary public
entrance to the Civic Centre (the secondary entrance being located to the rear of the site through the
carpark). Prospect Road has a dual purpose of being a local daily shopping destination and a commuter
thoroughfare for people travelling from northern Adelaide to the CBD and surrounds.
Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 9
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The City of Prospect has invested $3.4 million dollars into various upgrades to Prospect Road as part of
the Project Road Masterplan Project, which commenced in 2009. The focus of the project was to
transform the existing road to a more people-friendly environment. As a result, Prospect Road’s
footpaths, roads, road crossings options, on-street parking and bicycle lanes have been significantly
improved. The speed limit has also recently been reduced to 40 kilometres per hour, further slowing
traffic thereby improving safety for pedestrians (City of Prospect, 2016).

t

The northern side of the site is bounded by a small retail allotment (currently containing McGlashan
Brothers Secondhand Furniture) on the corner of Prospect Road at Olive Street. The McGlashan Brothers
building is a traditional shop front style single story building with a wide corrugated iron veranda. Olive
Street is primarily residential. However, Prospect Primary School and Prospect Community Early
Education and Care Centre also back onto Olive Street (300 metres down from the Civic Centre).

en

The Civic Centre’s car park (the western side of the site) backs onto residential allotments that have
street frontages on Olive Street and Vine Street. Access to the car park comes from three locations; Olive
Street, Hatchard Lane and Vine Street. Dwellings on Olive Street and Vine Street are predominantly
sandstone double fronted South Australian homesteads.

hm

The southern side of the site is bounded by a pedestrianised continuation of Vine Street. No car access is
available to Prospect Road from Vine Street. The pedestrianised section of Vine Street currently houses a
Cibo café and clothing boutiques together with an entrance to the Local Heritage listed Prospect Town
Hall.

tac

FI G URE 3. PE DE STR IAN IS E D SE C T IO N O F VINE ST RE E T

At

Existing buildings

There are two buildings on the Prospect Road Site:



The Prospect Civic Centre (including the Prospect Community Hall located at the rear of the
building), and
The Prospect Town Hall.

The Civic Centre building was first opened in 1963. Restorations occurred in 2004, only for much of the
building to be destroyed by an arson attack in 2006. The Civic Centre rebuild was finalised in 2007.
Presently, the Civic Centre houses all of the administrative functions of the City of Prospect, including:

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 10
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A reception and services area, including a planning desk
Council chambers
Offices for the Mayor and a Justice of the Peace, and
Offices for all Council staff.

The Prospect Community Hall is available for 12 month hire to incorporated, not for profit, community
organisations for the purpose of holding their meetings and activities. The hall consists of a large
parquetry floored room, two smaller carpeted rooms and a kitchen. It has a maximum capacity of 80
people and is not available to hire for private functions.

hm

FI G URE 4. RE AR O F CI VI C CE N T RE

en

t

The Prospect Town Hall was built in 1895 and is Local Heritage listed. Upgrades to the Town Hall
occurred in 1986. The Prospect Town Hall is now used as a performance and entertainment venue, a
community hall for hire and a civic meeting facility for the people of Prospect. The building consists of
Eliza Hall (maximum capacity of 200 people), the Irish Harp room (maximum capacity of 50 people), a
foyer area, toilets and a kitchen. The two buildings are joined by a closed glass atrium and walkway
which serves as the public entrance to the Civic Centre. This area also houses public toilets.

At

tac

FI G URE 5. ATRI U M BE TW E E N CI V I C CE N T RE AND TOWN H AL L
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Current uses on Prospect Road

en
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FI G URE 6. P RO SPE C T TOWN H ALL E X TE RI OR

Cafes, restaurants and takeaway shops
Fashion boutiques
Hair and beauty salons
Post shops and banks
Green grocers and supermarkets (Coles and Foodland)
Florists
Two funeral operators
Liquor outlets
Second hand stores
Furniture stores
Gift shops
Chemists and medical centres, and
A petrol station.

tac















hm

Prospect Road currently operates as a traditional retail shopping strip, with a mix of retail, hospitality,
service related and commercial uses. Much of the retail strip is characterised by traditional single storey
shop fronts with wide permanent veranda structures. Specific businesses include:

At

The Civic Centre site is located at the midpoint of the shopping strip. Some commercial activity can also
be seen, with the newest addition being a co working space for creative professionals. A cinema complex
that will include retail offerings is currently under construction.

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 12
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FI G URE 7. P RO SPE C T ROAD RE TAI L

hm

FI G URE 8. P RO SPE C T ROAD ST RE E TS CA PE

tac

Other key characteristics of Prospect Road are outlined in the table below.
TA BLE 2. P RO SPE C T ROA D KE Y C HA R AC TE R I STI CS

At

Characteristic
Daily average traffic volumes
Number of traffic lanes
Speed limit
Designated bike lane
Footpaths on both side of the road
Attractive streetscape/ shelter
On street parking
Current retail/ commercial vacancy rates
Nearby health and community services (within 500 metres)

Details
20,000
2
40 km
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2.8% (October 2015)
 Prospect Primary School
 Rosary School
 Prospect Community Early Education and Care
 Playgroup SA

Source: SGS surveys, City of Prospect

Planning policy context

Prospect Road is also one of 10 ‘focus areas’ listed within the City of Prospect Strategic Plan 2012-2016.
The focus for Prospect Road is to ‘facilitate building design to enhance the public realm and support a
range of services, activities and experiences that encourage community participation and a thriving local
economy. Medium and higher density housing in some areas will complement the valued heritage and
character of the local area’ (City of Prospect, 2012, page 9).
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Council’s Strategic Plan to 2020 (endorsed September 2016) seeks many outcomes relevant to the
development of a community hub, library and innovation centre (CLIC). It seeks to have
‘A community connected with others’ (Outcome 1.1.1),
‘Community services,….and facilities (which) are able to meet the current and future needs for
all stages of life’ (Outcome 1.3.1),
‘Lifelong learning opportunities are developed and promoted’ (Outcome 1.3.2),
‘Accessible library, toy library and local history service available for all’ (Outcome 1.3.3),
‘A busy and vibrany local business environment focused on the Prospect Village Heart’
(Outcome 3.1.1),
‘A City with more people on the streets and more places to go at night’ (Outcome 3.2.1) and
‘A City with after-hours family friendly activities on our buildings….’ (Outcome 3.2.2).

en

Council’s vision, as specified in the Prospect Road Master Plan (2009), is for Prospect Road to be ‘the
“heartbeat” of the inner northern suburbs’ (page 5). Further, Prospect Road is to be ‘a vibrant and
distinctive neighbourhood village, a people friendly road that is framed by attractive medium to high
density housing in some areas and local character houses in others, all within a short distance of cafes,
interesting and eclectic boutique shops, daily shopping needs, ofﬁces, green open spaces, entertainment
and cultural experiences’. (page 5).

hm

Prospect Road has been identiﬁed as a “corridor” in the State Government’s Draft 30 Year Plan for
metropolitan Adelaide. Desired Corridor outcomes as deﬁned in the Plan are consistent with the
directions in the Prospect Road Masterplan, including an increase in medium to high density housing and
a greater number of mixed use employment activities incorporating shops and ofﬁces.
The 30 Year Plan also notes a desire for more efﬁcient and frequent bus movements along Prospect
Road, and the longer term potential for a tram line along this route. The latter possibility is currently
being investigated in detail by the State Government.

2.2

Main North Road site

Physical characteristics

At

tac

The eastern side of the site is bounded by Main North Road. Main North Road caters for the highest
volume of vehicle traffic within Prospect and functions as a major traffic route, channelling vehicles
between the City and the northern areas of Adelaide (and beyond).

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 14
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Source: City of Prospect, 2016

en

t

FI G URE 9. DE POT S / TR A M BA RN SI TE

The northern side of the site partly backs on to residential allotments that have street frontages on
Gordon Road. The Milk Depot section of the site fronts Gordon Road at the corner of Gordon and Main
North Road. Gordon Road is a predominantly residential road that runs through to Prospect Road to the
west.
The milk depot site, originally a separate site totalling 786 square metres, was purchased by Council in
2011 due to it providing the opportunity to expand the existing site total area and street frontage. At
that time, Council noted the opportunity to redevelop the larger (combined site) at a later date.

tac

The rear of the site (western side) backs completely onto two residential allotments (the northern
allotment with street frontage on Gordon Road; the southern allotment with street frontage on Johns
Road).

At

The southern side of the site is bounded by Johns Road. Johns Road serves as the current entrance to
the site. Like Gordon Road, Johns Road runs through to Prospect Road to the west and is primarily
residential. Across from the Barn Depot site on Johns Road resides the Prospect Metropolitan Fire
Station and a Caltex petrol station.

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 15
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FI G URE 1 0. VIE W O F DE POT S / TR AM BA RN SI TE F RO M M AIN NO RTH ROAD

tac

hm

FI G URE 1 1. VIE W O F MA IN N O RTH ROA D F RO M D E POT S / TR AM BA RN SI T E

Current buildings

At

There are three main buildings on the Tram Barn Depots site;




The original tram barn (including annexes and verandah),
The depot office building, and
The old milk depot building.

There are a number of additional sheds and structures that serve as storage areas for the trucks, other
vehicles and machinery of the municipal team who work out of the site.
The site also contains a large area of hardstand predominantly used for parking vehicles and sorting
material.

Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 16
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FI G URE 1 2. DE POT O FF IC E B UIL D IN G, S HE D S AND T RA M BA RN

tac

hm

FI G URE 1 3. SHE DS WI TH IN THE DE POT / T RA M BARN SI TE

Current uses on Main North Road

Main North Road is currently dominated by space intensive retail/wholesale and semi industrial
operations consisting predominately tilt-up or brick-block construction, large glazed frontages with metal
or concrete parapets and flat roofs without verandas.

At

Specific businesses present near the Tram Barn Depot Site include:
 Car dealerships and service centres
 Takeaway food outlets
 Carwash services
 Hardware supply stores
 A medical centre.
Other key characteristics of Main North Road are outlined in the table below.
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TA BLE 3. MA IN N O RT H ROA D KE Y C HA R AC TE RI STI CS

en

Source: SGS surveys, City of Prospect

Planning policy context

Details
47,600
4
60 km
During scheduled commuter times
Yes
No
No
2.56% (August 2015)
 Prospect Medical Centre
 Nailsworth Primary School

t

Characteristic
Daily average traffic volumes
Number of traffic lanes
Speed limit
Designated bike lane
Footpaths on both side of the road
Attractive streetscape / shelter
On street parking
Current retail/ commercial vacancy rates
Nearby health and community services (within 500 metres)

A Masterplan for Main North Road is currently being developed. The Draft Masterplan’s vision aims to
create a 'Connected Vibrant Green Boulevard' along Main North Road, with ‘the objective to offer a
unique and appealing experience and reintroduce a sense of desired character into the streetscape and
high density built form into a commercial environment’ (City of Prospect, 2016, p 4).

hm

The Draft Masterplan notes there is potential for the existing heritage Tram Barn and Milk Depot to act
as ‘a catalyst site for providing a destination venue and mixed use development to cater for day and
night users’ (City of Prospect, 2016, p 4). The tram barn site is also labelled as a ‘State Heritage and
symbolic community space’ (City of Prospect, 2016, p 4).

At

tac

In October 2013, the Inner Metropolitan Growth Development Plan Amendment (IMGDPA) rezoned 17.5
kilometres of main road frontage in the City of Prospect, with building height allowances increased from
two storeys up to five storeys in several areas. As part of this process, the Main North Road Business
Policy Area was identified to accommodate commercial and light industrial land uses together with
compatible medium and high density residential development. The intent of the policy was to “provide
opportunities for the development of larger scale, mixed use development that allow people to work,
shop and access a range of services close to home”. This amendment to Council’s Development Plan
aligns Council’s intent for Main North Road with the State’s Draft 30 Year Plan for Greater Adelaide (City
of Prospect, 2016, p 7).
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OPTIONS
Introduction

Option 1

en

3.2

t

Of the 9 options, 6 envisage the new library/community hub being located on Main North Road (Table
1). Each option is outlined in the following pages.

Option 1 effectively represents a ‘base case’ for the development of the community hub, library and
innovation centre (CLIC). In this option, the services Council delivers to the community from the CLIC will
be improved from those currently delivered out of the Nailsworth Primary School site. This is described
in Council source documents as a 2,400sqm facility which meets new requirements.
The services outlined in the following table are to be delivered at the CLIC under all options.

Service

hm

TA BLE 4. F LO OR SPACE R EQUI R E ME NT S FO R CL IC SE RV I CE S

Floor space requirements
(square metres)

Current service
Current service
Current service
New Service
New Service
Current service
New Service
Current service
New Service
Current service
New Service
New Service
New Service
New Service
Current service
Current service
Current service
Current service
New Service
Current service
Current service
New Service
Current service
Current service
New Service
New Service
Current service
Current service
New Service

At

tac

Collections
Public technology access
Seating - Desks
Seating - Lounge
Seating - Group Study
Service Desk
Display/browsing
Newspapers/magazine
Children's Activity Area
Toy Library
Young Adult Area
Gaming/digital media
Specialist area - Local & Family History
Storage/archival
Technology/maker space
Staff work areas, lockers, kitchen, toilets
Work area storage
Circulation areas
Parenting room
Toilets, cleaning
Plant equipment, maintenance
Secure server room
Copiers, printers, scanners
Goods delivery, general store
Café/community kitchen
Community service/function space
Gallery exhibition
Gallery storage space
Meeting room(s)
Total

Is this service currently being delivered
at the Nailsworth site?

Source: City of Prospect, 2016
Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 19

490
50
74
184
110
54
53
27
81
54
54
54
108
27
54
54
27
81
27
27
27
27
27
52
52
135
250
50
90
2400
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The implications for the Prospect Road site within option 1 are that:
 The site will be retained, and
 All current operations and services (at the Civic Centre) will be maintained.
The implications for the Main North Road site within option 1 are that:

t

 The site will be retained
 A new community hub, library and innovation centre will be developed with modest updated
services available, and
 Depot services currently being delivered from the site will be moved elsewhere.

en

The following table summarises the required floor space and parking for Option 1.

TA BLE 5. E STIM AT E D AD DI TI ON A L BU ILT FOR M R EQUI R E ME NT S: OP TI ON 1
Site
Main North Road

Additional built form required
CLIC
Parking for CLIC
None

Prospect Road

Source: City of Prospect

Square metres
2,400
800
n/a

hm

The build costs for Option 1 include the cost of constructing and fitting out the new CLIC. This has been
estimated at $7.6 million.
TA BLE 6. E STIM AT E D B UI LD CO ST S : OP T ION 1
Site
Main North Road
Prospect Road

CLIC construction
$6,621,600
$0

CLIC fit out
$993,240
$0

Total
$7,614,840
$0

Source: City of Prospect

tac

The annual operating costs for Option 1 are estimated at $6.53 million, which includes staffing costs,
maintenance costs and other outgoings. Importantly, given the Civic Centre is to be retained in its
current form in Option 1, the staff and operating costs of that facility remain part of the overall
consideration for Option 1 despite not being a direct cost of the new CLIC.
TA BLE 7. E STIM AT E D OP E RATIO N A L CO STS : OP TI ON 1
Staff costs (Civic Centre +
CLIC)
$6,323,146

Maintenance costs

Other outgoings

Total

$49,500

$154,005

$6,526,651

Source: City of Prospect

3.3

Option 2

At

This option envisages an expanded community hub on the Main North Road site plus some
complementary mixed use development.

Option 2 makes provision for depot operations to be incorporated in the new development. The table
below illustrates the depot functions and space requirements for services that will be delivered both
from the CLIC and from elsewhere.
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TA BLE 8. DE P OT SE RV I CE S F UN C T ION AN D SPACE REQ UIRE ME N TS WI T HIN CLI C –
OPT ION 2
Function
Office space for office based staff
Storage space for chemicals and equipment
Car parking for depot operations staff
Car parking for 15 work vehicles (ranging from utes to 3 tonne trucks)
Material storage bays/ areas (for soil, mulch, road materials, timber)
Petrol bowsers
Wash down bays

Space requirement within the CLIC development
50 square metres
150 square metres
600 square metres
Overnight parking within carpark (accounted for above)
n/a – to be delivered elsewhere
n/a – to be delivered elsewhere
n/a – to be delivered elsewhere

t

Source: City of Prospect, 2016

en

The implications for the Prospect Road site with Option 2 are that:

 The site will be retained.
 All current operations and services (at the civic centre) will be maintained.
The implications for the Main North Road site are that:

The site will be retained
A new CLIC will be developed with expanded services
Depot services will be incorporated into the CLIC development, and
Complementary, market based, development will be incorporated into the project (as per
highest and best use assessment).

hm






The following table outlines the required floor space for Option 2 by functional area for both the
Prospect Road and Main North Road sites.
TA BLE 9. E STIM AT E D AD DI TI ON A L BU ILT FOR M R EQUI R E ME NT S: OP TI ON 2 AN D 2A
Site

CLIC
Parking for CLIC
Depot facilities
Parking for depot
Highest and best use
complementary development
None

tac

Main North Road

Additional built form required

Prospect Road

Square metres
Option 2
2,400
1,500
200
150
Market driven
n/a

The build costs for Option 2, excluding costs relating to the complementary market development on the
site, have been estimated at $7.6 million. Those additional costs have been excluded as the project
delivery method and any possible partnerships are yet to be determined.

At

The annual operating costs for Option 2 are estimated at $6.55 million, which includes staffing costs,
maintenance costs and other outgoings. Again, these costs consider the operations of both sites in an
ongoing sense.
TA BLE 10 . E STI M ATE D O PE RATI ON AL CO S T S: OP T ION 2 A ND 2A
Staff costs (Civic Centre +
CLIC)
$6,323,146

Maintenance costs

Other outgoings

Total

$54,000

$170,906

$6,548,052
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Option 2a

3.4

Option 2a has the same characteristics as Option 2 except that the depot services will not be delivered
alongside the CLIC. The depot services would be transferred to an alternative location, pending current
Council investigation of options.

Option 3

3.5

en

t

Option 3 includes the development of the CLIC on the Main North Road site with the fully expanded
suite of services that Council aspires to deliver. The expanded services are detailed in Table 4. In
addition to the expanded services, Option 3 makes the provision for depot operations to be incorporated
in the new development (the services of which are detailed in Table 8).
Under this option, the Prospect Road site would be sold for privately initiated development.
The implications for the Main North Road site with Option 3 are that:

The site will be retained
A new CLIC will be developed with expanded services
Depot services will be incorporated into the CLIC development, and
A new civic centre will be developed and integrated with the CLIC.

hm






The following table outlines the required floor space for Option 3 by functional area for both the
Prospect Road and Main North Road sites.
TA BLE 11 . E STI MATE D A DD IT ION AL B UI LT FO RM REQ UIR E ME N TS : OP TI ON 3
Additional built form required
CLIC
Parking for CLIC
Depot facilities
Parking for depot
Civic Centre
Parking for Civic Centre
None - sold

tac

Site
Main North Road

Prospect Road

Square metres
2,400
1,500
200
150
1,410
800
n/a

The build costs for Option 3 include the cost of constructing and fitting out the new CLIC and Civic
Centre, which has been estimated at $13 million. There may be additional savings achievable by true
integration of the overall facility. For ease of calculation, the known floor space needs of each facility
have been costed.
TA BLE 12 . E STI MATE D B UI LD CO ST S : OP T ION 3
CLIC construction and fit out

Main North Road

$7,614,840

At

Site

Prospect Road

$0

Civic Centre construction and
fit out
$5,422,296

Total

$0

$0

$13,037,136

The annual operating costs for Option 3 are estimated at $6.55 million, which includes staffing costs for
whole of Council, maintenance costs and other outgoings.

TA BLE 13 . E STI MATE D O PE RATI O N AL CO ST S: OP T ION 3
Staff costs
$6,323,146

Maintenance costs
$54,000

Other outgoings
$170,906

Total
$6,548,052
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Option 4 and 4a

3.6

Option 4, like Option 3 includes the development of the CLIC on the Main North Road site with the fully
expanded suite of services nominated by Council (as detailed in Table 4). Like Option 3, Option 4 also
makes the provision for depot operations to be incorporated in the new development.
Like Option 2, Council also wishes to consider another scenario in Option 4 where depot services are not
delivered alongside the CLIC. This alternative scenario is described as Option 4a.
The Prospect Road site would be sold for private development under both Option 4 and Option 4a.

The site will be retained
A new CLIC will be developed with expanded services
Depot services will be incorporated into the CLIC development
A new civic centre will be developed and integrated with the CLIC, and
Commercial activities will be incorporated into the development (as per highest and best use
assessment).

en







t

The implications for the Main North Road site within Option 4 and 4a are that:

hm

The implications for the Main North Road site within Option 4a are the same as Option 4 except that all
depot services will be delivered elsewhere (and thus not incorporated in the development).
The following table outlines the required floor space for Option 4 and 4a.
TA BLE 14 . E STI MATE D A DD IT ION AL B UI LT FO RM REQ UI RE ME N TS : OP TI ON 4 A ND 4 A
Site

Additional built form required

CLIC
Parking for CLIC
Depot facilities
Parking for depot
Civic Centre
Parking for Civic Centre
Highest and best use complementary
development
None - sold

tac

Main North Road

Prospect Road

Square metres
Option 4
2,400
1,500
200
150
1,410
800
Market driven

Option 4a
2,400
1,500
0
0
1,410
800
Market driven

n/a

n/a

The build costs for Option 4 and 4a have been estimated at $13 million.

TA BLE 15 . E STI MATE D B UI LD CO ST S : OP T ION 4 A ND 4 A
Site

CLIC construction and fit out

Total

$7,614,840

Civic Centre construction and
fit out
$5,422,296

Main North Road
Prospect Road

$0

$0

$0

$13,037,136

At

The annual operating costs for Option 4 and 4a are estimated at $6.55 million.

TA BLE 16 . E STI MATE D O PE RATI O N AL CO ST S: OP T ION 4 A ND 4A
Staff costs
$6,323,146

3.7

Maintenance costs
$54,000

Other outgoings
$170,906

Total
$6,548,052

Option 5

Option 5, like Option 3 and 4 includes the development of the CLIC with the fully expanded suite of
services that Council aspires to deliver (Table 4). However, the CLIC and a new Civic Centre would be
Library/community hub: economic & social analysis 23
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built at the Prospect Road site. Option 5 envisages retention of depot operations at the Main North
Road site but with some admin functions occurring at Prospect Road.
The implications for the Prospect Road site within Option 5 are that:
 The site will be retained
 A new CLIC will be developed with expanded services, and
 A new civic centre will be developed and integrated with the CLIC.

t

The Main North Road site would be sold under Option 5 except for the area required for depot
operations.
The following table outlines the required floor space for Option 5.

Site
Main North Road
Prospect Road

en

TA BLE 17 . E STI MATE D A DD IT ION AL B UI LT FO RM REQ UIR E ME N TS : OP TI ON 5
Additional built form required
None- sold
CLIC
Parking for CLIC
Depot administration
Parking for depot
Civic Centre
Parking for Civic Centre

Square metres
0
2,400
1,500
200
150
1,410
800

hm

The build costs for Option 5 have also been estimated at $13 million, while operating costs are projected
to be $6.55 million per annum.
TA BLE 18 . E STI MATE D B UI LD CO ST S : OP T ION 5
Site

CLIC construction and fit out

Main North Road
Prospect Road

Total

$0

Civic Centre construction and
fit out
$0

$7,614,840

$5,422,296

$13,037,136

$0

TA BLE 19 . E STI MATE D O PE RATI O N AL CO ST S: OP T ION 5
Maintenance costs
$54,000

tac

Staff costs
$6,323,146

Other outgoings
$170,906

Total
$6,548,052

Option 6 and 6a

3.8

Option 6, like Option 2, 3, 4 and 5 includes the development of the CLIC with the fully expanded suite of
services. In this option, the CLIC and new civic centre would be provided at the Prospect Road site along
with complementary market based development.

At

Option 6a involves a variation to this scenario whereby where depot operations are relocated from the
Main North Road site.
The implications for the Prospect Road site within both option 6 and option 6a are that:





The site will be retained
A new CLIC will be developed with expanded services
A new civic centre will be developed and integrated with the CLIC
Commercially driven development will be incorporated into the project (as per highest and best
use assessment).

The Main North Road land would be sold under Options 6 and 6a save for the portion required for depot
operations (in Option 6).
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TA BLE 20 . E STI MATE D A DD IT ION AL B UI LT FO RM REQ UIR E ME N TS : OP TI ON 6 A ND 6 A
Site

Additional built form required

Main North Road
Prospect Road

None- sold
CLIC
Parking for CLIC
Depot facilities
Parking for depot
Civic Centre
Parking for Civic Centre
Highest and best use complementary
development

Square metres
Option 6
n/a
2,400
1,500
200
150
1,410
800
Market driven

Option 6a
n/a
2,400
1,500
0
0
1,410
800
Market driven

en
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Build costs for Option 6 and 6a are estimated at $13 million and both would have annual operating costs
of $6.55 million. There may be additional savings achievable by true integration of the overall facility.
For ease of calculation, the known floor space needs of each facility have been costed.

TA BLE 21 . E STI MATE D B UI LD CO ST S : OP T ION 6 A ND 6 A
Site

CLIC construction and fit out

Main North Road

$0

Prospect Road

$7,614,840

Civic Centre construction and
fit out
$0

Total

$5,422,296

$13,037,136

$0

Maintenance costs
$54,000

Other outgoings
$170,906

Total
$6,548,052

At

tac

Staff costs
$6,323,146

hm

TA BLE 22 . E STI MATE D O PE RATI O N AL CO ST S: OP T ION 6 A ND 6A
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COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS
Appraisal via cost benefit analysis

4.1

en

t

CBA addresses the full spectrum of environmental, social and business impacts of the options under
consideration. Positive and negative effects versus the Base Case are quantified and monetised
(expressed in dollar terms) as far as possible. They are then compared to arrive at a conclusion as to
whether the option in question is likely to make the community better off, or worse off, in net terms
compared with persevering with a defined Base Case.
The practice of CBA across all Australian jurisdictions is governed by a standard methodology. The
principal steps in the analysis include:

2.
3.
4.

5.

Differentiating between the outcomes under the Base Case scenario and those arising with the
option under consideration
Identifying the economic, social and environmental costs and benefits that might arise in
moving from the Base Case to the alternative option
Quantifying and monetising these costs and benefits, where possible, over a suitable project
evaluation period (in this case 20 years was adopted)
Generating measures of net community impact using discounted cash flow techniques over the
20 year duration of the project; this requires expression of future costs and benefits in present
value terms using a discount rate that is reflective of the opportunity costs of resources
diverted to the implementation of the reforms, and
Supplementing this quantitative analysis with a description of costs and benefits that cannot be
readily quantified and monetised.

hm

1.

tac

As noted, all impacts of the option under consideration versus the base case must be taken into account,
whether or not they are ‘traded’ effects or ‘externalities’.
As the name implies, traded effects have a price in the market. Externalities on the other hand are
unpriced costs and benefits sustained by third parties in any market transaction. The CBA must account
for these impacts even though they are not directly mediated (bought and sold) in the market. The
monetised value of these external effects needs to be imputed using a variety of techniques as advised
by the SA Treasury.

At

It is important to consider that financial analysis is sometimes confused or conflated with CBA. As noted
in Section 1, financial analysis is undertaken from the narrow perspective of an investor, or buyer, or
seller in the market and only tracks market transacted costs and benefits. It also takes into account tax
liabilities. In contrast, CBA is undertaken from a society wide perspective and, as noted, considers all
impacts on welfare, whether priced or unpriced. Moreover, because CBA is concerned with net effects,
tax impacts are set aside as they are simply transfers within the wider community.

4.2

Impacts considered

Overview

The various costs and benefits considered in this analysis, together with the data sources and methods
used to monetise them, are summarised in Table 23.
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Two other benefits were considered but were ultimately excluded from the analysis. These comprised
‘architectural amenity’ and ‘impact on social capital’. The evidence base to support quantification of the
former was limited and, in any case, architectural quality can be expected to be high in all scenarios.
Social capital impacts could be quantified on the basis of volunteer hours. However, this benefit was
also set aside due to data limitations. Were it to be included, the size of this effect would most likely be
proportional to direct user benefits. It was evident that inclusion of social capital effects would reinforce
the preferential order of options based on other impacts.

t

Further detail on the costs and benefits which were included in the analysis is provided in the following
paragraphs

TA BLE 23 IMPAC TS CON SI DE R E D I N T HE CO ST BE NE FI T A N ALYSI S

BENEFITS
Direct user benefits
Development capacity (additional)
Productivity synergy (co-location)

Base numbers advised by Council; SGS adjusted for candidate sites
SGS development scoping studies; m3Property advice on RLV
Co-location of community hub and civic centre functions assumed to delivery 2.5%
productivity savings
SGS assumptions regarding propensity for multipurpose trips
m3Property advice
Council info
SGS assumption – 1% lift in capitalised rents for neighbouring retail uses
Accident rates MNR vs PR
$25,000 per dwelling

hm

Trip synergies
Development capacity (sale of sites)
Savings from depot relocation
Precinct vibrancy
Safety improvement
Urban consolidation

Data sources/method
Previous Council studies; Rawlinsons; 2 yr construction period assumed
Council info
Accident rates MNR vs PR
Council info

en

COSTS
Construction costs
Operating costs
Safety and traffic costs
Temporary worker relocation

Source: SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd

Construction costs

tac

Construction costs were factored into the CBA in line with information set out in Section 3. As with all
other costs (and benefits for that matter), these were recorded in the analysis in marginal terms versus
the Base Case (Option 1).

Operating costs

Marginal operating costs were sourced from Council as described in Section 3

Safety and traffic costs (and benefits)

At

SGS sourced data from the State Government on the incidence of traffic accidents of various categories
on both Main North Road and Prospect Road. From this data, key ratios were identified (accidents per
vehicle kilometres travelled (VKT)) and applied to estimated road traffic generated by the CLIC in its
various locations.
For those options which increased VKTs on Main North Road versus the Base Case, a cost was indicated,
as this Road has a relatively high accident rate. For those options which redirect CLIC VKTs to Prospect
Road, a benefit was indicated versus the Base Case.
Monetary valuation rates for accident costs (and the benefit of avoided accident costs) were sourced
from national transport evaluation guidelines.
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Temporary worker relocation
This cost relates to the temporary rehousing of Council workers currently accommodated in the Prospect
Road Civic Centre for those options which would see a replacement Civic Centre developed on this site.
This data was advised by Council.

Direct user benefits
This parameter relates to the benefit derived from visitors to the CLIC under the various options versus
the Base Case.

en

t

In accordance with common practice, the value of each visit was estimated using the Travel Cost Method
(TCM). This ‘prices’ each visit in accordance with opportunity cost of leisure time for visitors and their
out of pocket costs in transporting themselves to the facility in question.
For the purposes of this CBA, each visit was assumed to last 1 hour, including all travel time. No
allowance was made for out of pocket transport costs. On this basis each visit was valued at $14.99.
Based on its desk top research, SGS adopted the following annual visitation levels for the various
options.

Trip synergies

120,000 visits per year
120,000
120,000
130,000
130,000
130,000
145,000
145,000
145,000

hm

Option 1:
Option 2:
Option 2a:
Option 3:
Option 4:
Option 4a:
Option 5:
Option 6:
Option 6a:

tac

This benefit refers to the propensity for visitors to undertake multi-purpose trips by virtue of the colocation of the CLIC with other major household attractors, including, for example, supermarkets or local
hospitality functions.
To the extent that multi-purpose trips occur there is an implied reduction in total VKT per household
over the course of a year. This, in turn, indicates cost savings for households (vehicle operating costs)
and the environment (reduced emissions, noise etc). SGS made an assumption about the propensity for
multi-purpose trips in the two candidate locations, taking into account their respective endowments in
terms of travel attractors as described in Section 2.

At

Vehicle operating costs and externality data per kilometre travelled was sourced from the national
transport evaluation guidelines.

Development capacity (sale of sites) and development capacity (additional)
All of the options other than Option 3 involve the creation of additional capacity for market driven
development in Prospect. This can be in the form of outright sale of land that becomes surplus to
Council’s requirements as a result of consolidation of the CLIC and Civic Centre on one of the sites, or the
creation of a commercial development envelope on a given site that will be developed for the CLIC or a
combined CLIC and Civic Centre.
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The creation of this development capacity represents a welfare gain for the Adelaide community as it is
an effective expansion of a ‘scarce’ and valued resource – land for development in a well serviced inner
urban setting.
SGS valued this capacity by reference to the development yield in terms of housing units for the land or
envelopes offered by each option. This was informed by valuations advice from m3Property. More
detail on the methodology applied for this parameter in the CBA is provided in the appendix.

Productivity synergy (co-location)

en

t

Co-location of the CLIC and the Civic Centre under those options which envisage this can reasonably be
expected to generate productivity savings in the combined services delivered through these facilities.
This represents a financial positive for Council but is also a gain to the wider community because it frees
up a valuable resource (e.g. labour) for redeployment elsewhere in the economy.
SGS applied a 2.5% productivity saving to total running costs to approximate this benefit.

Savings from depot relocation

Relocation of the Council depot from the Main North Road site is expected to deliver efficiency savings.
These have already been scoped by Council and were factored into the CBA according to officer advice.

Precinct vibrancy

hm

Situating an important footfall generator like the CLIC in an activity which is well equipped with retail
and hospitality opportunities can be expected to further lift the vibrancy of that precinct. Such vibrancy
is a sought after and valued quality in activity centres.
SGS proxied the community value of this benefit by postulating a 1% increase in retail lease values in the
host activity centre for relevant options (ie for those premises within walking distance of the CLIC).

Urban consolidation

tac

The additional housing development capacity created under the various options as described above
generates a further community wide benefit in terms of infrastructure cost savings in development on
Adelaide’s urban fringe. Through a vacancy chain effect, one unit of infill housing in Prospect ultimately
leads to a reduction of close to 1 dwelling on the fringe.
Publicly funded infrastructure costs in areas with a degree of spare capacity (such as Prospect) can be
significantly lower than in greenfield areas. Based on previous studies, SGS applied a conservative cost
saving of $25,000 per infill unit for the purposes of this CBA.

4.3

Findings

At

All the options appraised delivered a positive benefit cost ratio compared to the Base Case (Option 1).
That is they would all perform better than Option 1 in raising the welfare of the Prospect community and
the wider Adelaide community.
The greatest positive impact on community welfare would come from Option 6a. The net community
benefit for this option is estimated to be in excess of $11 million compared to the Base Case.
The best benefit cost ratio is offered by Option 2a. However, it delivers a modest gain in community
welfare at less than $3 million.
Details are provided in Table 24 overleaf.
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TA BLE 24 OVE RV IE W OF CO ST BE N E FI T ANA LYSI S FIN DIN G S

a
tt

A

Source: SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd

h
c

e
m
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5

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Approach

5.1

A financial analysis of this type involves:



Projecting year on year capital and operating costs over a suitable evaluation period (set at 20
years in this report)
Expressing these cash flows in present value terms by applying an interest rate which reflects
the opportunity cost of the resources available to Council in meeting the reasonable
expectations of ratepayers and the community generally.
Calculating the relative performance of the investment and expressing this in common terms,
typically Net Present Value (NPV).

hm



en

t

As explained, the financial analysis examines the relative merits of the various options purely from the
perspective of outlays and revenues impacting on Councils accounts. In this sense, it is appraising the
sites as a private investor might, except that, in this case, the investment objective is to minimise net
cost rather than optimise profit per se.

There is clearly a significant data overlap between financial analysis and CBA. However, the latter has a
broader scope in that it takes into account the value of community benefits and costs which are not
reflected in Council cash flows. For example, savings in road crash costs or urban infrastructure
provision on Adelaide’s urban fringe.

Costs and revenues considered

5.2

tac

The costs considered in the financial analysis included:





Construction costs, as detailed in Section 3
The costs for temporary relocation of Council workers in those options which contemplate
redevelopment of the existing Civic Centre on the Prospect Road site as part of the CLIC project,
and
The one off cost of relocating the Main North Road depot facility where relevant.

The ‘revenues’ factored into the analysis include:


At




Productivity improvements (cost savings) arising from those options which envisage co-location
of the Civic Centre and CLIC, whether on the Main North Road site or the Prospect Road site
Proceeds from sale of other vacated sites, where the options involve disposal of Council land
Proceeds from the sale of development rights in those options which involve commercially
driven housing and other development integrated into the CLIC / Civic Centre project, and
Savings from depot relocation.



The analysis presented here sets operating costs aside, as these are largely the same under all options.
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5.3

Findings

The following table draws out the key conclusions from the financial analysis, while Table 26 provides
more detail on the components of the financial result for each option.
Interestingly, the ‘default’ or Base Case option used in the CBA (Option 1) does not provide Council with
the least cost way of meeting its requirement to deliver a replacement CLIC.

t

The least cost option is 2a, which delivers a negative NPV of $4.86 million at a 4% discount rate. This
option would ‘save’ Council around $2 million in present value terms compared to the default option of
building a ‘basic’ facility on the Main North Road site.

en

The amount and value of ‘development rights’ which are made available to the market under the various
options is an important driver of their final ranking in this analysis.

tac

hm

TA BLE 25 RAN KIN G O F OP T ION S I N TE RM S OF F INAN CI AL IMPAC T ON CO UNC IL

At

Source: SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd
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TA BLE 26 SU M MA RY O F FIN AN CIA L AN ALYS IS
Costs
Construction costs
Temporary relocation of
office workers
Relocation of depot facility
Total discounted costs
Revenues
Savings from depot
relocation
Savings from co-location
of council and library
Proceeds from sale of
other site
Sale of development
potential (HBU)
Total discounted revenues
Total Net Present Value

Option 1

Option 2

Option 2a

Option 3

Option 4

Option 4a

$7,181,200

$7,181,200

$7,181,200

$12,294,600

$12,294,600

$12,294,600

$19,200
$7,200,400

$7,181,200

$339,800

$19,200
$7,200,400

e
m

$12,294,600

$339,800

h
c
$4,038,500

$2,000,000

$2,000,000

$339,800

$2,000,000

$ 2,339,800

$6,263,300

$(6,860,600)

$(5,181,200)

$(4,860,600)

$(6,031,300)

a
tt

A

$19,200
$12,313,800

$339,800

$2,224,800

Source: SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd

$12,294,600
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$2,224,800

$2,224,800

$4,038,500

$4,038,500

$615,400

$653,800

$6,878,700

$7,256,900

$(5,415,900)

$(5,056,900)

Option 5

Option 6

Option 6a

$12,294,600

$12,294,600

$12,294,600

$365,100

$365,100

$365,100

$12,659,700

$12,659,700

$19,200
$12,658,900

$339,800

$2,224,800

$2,224,800

$ 2,224,800

$2,980,800

$2,980,800

$2,980,800

$1,461,500

$1,653,800

$ 5,205,500

$ 6,667,100

$7,199,200

$(7,454,200)

$(5,992,600)

$(5,459,700)
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6

CONCLUSION
Consolidated findings

6.1

t

The table overleaf brings together the findings of the financial and wider economic/community
assessment of the nine identified options.






Option 1, a CLIC located on the Main North Road site is unlikely to be the best solution
Combining the CLIC and the Civic Centre, whether at the Prospect Road site or the Main North
Road site, generates significant collateral value in both financial and wider community benefit
terms
Option 6 consistently ranks strongly, particularly where co-incident development capacity is
optimised (Option 6a), and
The value of Council’s existing built assets on the Prospect Road site is immaterial to the
assessment of which option is to be preferred. (Consider when a developer buys a 1970s house
with an intention to demolish and subdivide. The building has a cost and has useful life
remaining however in order to maximise the potential of the site, it must be removed and this
is simply part of the development)

At

tac

hm



en

Noteworthy points include:
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TA BLE 27 CON S OL IDATE D F IN D IN G S

Source: SGS Economics & Planning Pty Ltd

Concluding remarks

6.2

As explained in Section 1, identification of a preferred option for delivering a new CLIC for the Prospect
community requires the application of four tests:
Policy / strategy compliance
Relative performance in delivery an improvement in the welfare of the Prospect community
Relative performance in terms of the net financial cost to Council, and
Capacity of Council to actually deliver a preferred option.

At

1.
2.
3.
4.

All of the options examined can be assumed to satisfactorily meet the first test.
The scope of this report is limited to tests 2 and 3.
Council now needs to identify a preferred option and turn its attention to test 4.
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APPENDIX: APPROACH TO
ASSESSING DEVELOPMENT
CAPACITY

en

SGS reviewed the City of Prospect Development Plan (Consolidated 21 April 2016) to identify the land uses
permissible for each location under the relevant Zone and Policy Areas. The permissible uses were reduced to
exclude those which were considered unsuitable in the context of the physical site and the imperative to be
compatible with a library and other community facilities from both safety and market perspectives. This was based
on SGS’s professional judgement and conversations with the Prospect Council Executive Project Team and
m3Property.
SGS undertook a further review of the specific planning constraints applicable to each site, chief amongst which
were:

-

car parking rates of: 3 spaces per non-residential use, 1 space per apartment and 0.25 spaces per
apartment for visitors applicable to both sites
4 storey height limits on both sites, and
different setbacks for different site boundaries, increasing at higher levels.

hm

-

In developing concept plans for each option SGS started out seeking to maximise the potential improved value by
locating car parking underground. To ascertain the financial feasibility of the concept, the development costs and
potential improved value were modelled. The development costs were sourced from Rawlinsons Australian
Construction Handbook 2016 and the potential improved values were based on lowest values in the range provided
by m3Property:
$4,500/m2 for a two-bedroom apartment, based on the provided range of $4,500 - $5,500/m2
o Assuming 80m2 for the Civic Centre site, based on the provided range of 80 – 90 m2 for the
Prospect Road ‘Village Heart’ area
o Assuming 65m2 at the Tram Barn site, based on the provided range of 65 – 75 m2

tac

-

-

$5,500/m2 for a one-bedroom apartment, based on the provided range of $5,500 - $6,500/m2
o Assuming 60m2 for the Civic Centre site, based on the provided range of 60 – 70 m2 for the
Prospect Road ‘Village Heart’ area
o Assuming 45m2 for the Tram Barn site, based on the provided range of 45 – 60 m2 at the
Churchill Road and northern Prospect Road areas

At

Nominal allowances of 20 percent for professional fees and financing and 20 percent for developer profit margin
were made to facilitate comparison of development concepts (not to accurately determine the residual value of
development). The model was static in time and did not factor in interest rates and timing for planning approvals,
nor did it include detailed professional fees i.e. engineering, surveying, conveyancing, planning consultants.
Although these allowances were only nominal in SGS’s high level model, they were kept constant across the
modelling to facilitate comparison of each concept.
On the basis of these assumptions, SGS concluded that inclusion of basement parking for the first option tested, at
an estimated cost of $56,0401 per car space was increasingly prohibitive the higher the number of underground
parks that were included. Accordingly, development concepts for subsequent options modelled car parking options
at ground level and above only.

1

Assumes area of 30m2 per car park inclusive of circulation, at a cost of $1,868 per m2, inclusive of GST
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Other concept design considerations were:
-

-

-

-

en

t

-

In all options the requirement to provide Council facilities, together with the knowledge that car parking
was most cost effective if provided at ground level or above and that residential development offered a
similar if not higher improved value than non-residential, meant that inclusion of other non-residential
land uses was not the highest and best use especially considering their higher car parking requirements (of
3 spaces per 100m2).
It was assumed that the tram barn could be re-used for Council facilities with a nominal 5 metre buffer
around its walls, with the exception of a connection to the other buildings that could be developed on the
site.
It was assumed that additional storeys would not be able to be built on the tram barn (or above the Town
Hall) due to the heritage significance of these buildings.
The dwelling mix was set at high level/nominal. It responded to the planning requirements for a variety in
dwelling sizes and bedroom numbers in developments with 20 or more apartments, affordable housing
requirements and the requirement for one car space per apartment. The mix therefore sought to include
higher numbers of two-bedroom apartments so as to achieve a lower car parking area overall, to include a
genuine mix of one bedroom apartments and affordable apartments (given that the potential improved
value is lower for affordable apartments).
The dwelling yield was reduced from the original calculations by 15%, to take into account internal
circulation and common areas within apartment buildings and provide for landscaped areas at ground
level.

The nominal dwelling mix, total dwelling numbers and value of development opportunity are shown in Tables A1
and A2 below.

Option
6
6a

hm

Table A1: Development concepts for Civic Centre (Prospect Road) site options
Council facilities

Expanded facility, depot, civic
centre
Expanded facility, civic centre

Residential apartments
Configuration
Total
8 x 1 bed, 25 x 2 bed, 5
38
x affordable
12 x 1-bed, 25 x 2 bed,
43
6 x affordable

Value of development
opportunity
$1,520,000
$1,720,000

Table A2: Development concepts for Tram Barn (Main North Road) site options
Option

Expanded facility, depot

tac

2

Council facilities

2a

Expanded facility

4

Expanded facility, depot, civic
centre
Expanded facility, civic centre

4a

Residential apartments
Configuration
Total
19 x 1-bed, 26 x 2-bed,
52
7 x affordable
19 x 1-bed, 25 x 2-bed,
52
7 x affordable
16 x 2-bed
16
17 x 2-bed

Value of development
opportunity
$2,080,000
$2,080,000

17

$640,000
$680,000

At

The value of the development opportunity was determined by multiplying the number of dwellings by a
conservative estimation of land value per dwelling unit of $40,000. An estimated land value range per dwelling unit
of $40,000 - $50,000 per unit for the Civic Centre site and $40,000 - $45,000 per unit for the Main North Road site
was ascertained by m3Property, through analysing the dwelling yield, site area and land sale price (predevelopment) for six Prospect sites that were transacted and developed during the 2014-2016 period.
In the options where the land is to be disposed of outright, the site valuations have been determined by multiplying
the lowest number in the potential land value range provided by m3Property (upon consideration of recent sales
transactions and other relevant market data) by the area of the sites determined by m3Property to be available for
development (i.e. excluding the heritage buildings and adjoining Vine Street Plaza).
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Contact us
CANBERRA
Level 2, 28-36 Ainslie Place
Canberra ACT 2601
+61 2 6257 4525
sgsact@sgsep.com.au
HOBART
PO Box 123
Franklin TAS 7113
+61 421 372 940
sgstas@sgsep.com.au
MELBOURNE
Level 14, 222 Exhibition Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
+61 3 8616 0331
sgsvic@sgsep.com.au
SYDNEY
209/50 Holt Street
Surry Hills NSW 2010
+61 2 8307 0121
sgsnsw@sgsep.com.au
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Meeting
Date

Meeting
Topic
PEG or IPT
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O = Ongoing
Responsibility C = Completed
H = Historic

Action Item

Target Date

Status

H

1/11/16 PEG
Meeting

Final ToR after 2nd PEG review circulated to members.
To be put to Council as part of November report.

Nathan/ Megan

H

1/11/2016

Action list updated for distribution ‐ 25/10/16

Megan

H

14/11/2016

Format amended

Chris/Cate

O

20/12/2016

Timing now confirmed to follow decision on site and
scale of project. Factored into Project Plan.

Administration/Process

18/10/2016

PEG

Staff to edit Draft Terms of Reference document and Decision Making
Framework based on comments from the meeting and redistribute to
PEG for feedback.

PEG Terms of Reference

18/10/2016

PEG

Update of Actions List (format)

~ Change Notes to Status
~ Include Target Date
~ Categorise by topic, eg Council Decision, Economic Analysis,
Community Engagement, Design, Project Management
~ List under Key heading and then chronological

18/10/2016

PEG

Review of Minutes & Action List

Update PEG Agenda and Minutes templates to allow for regular
review.

15/11/2016

PEG

Review of Action Items

Check exact timing requirement for Prudential Report based on
known local examples – Charles Sturt, Tea Tree Gully etc

e
m

h
c

Community Engagement

t
n

Nathan

4/10/2016

PEG

Community Engagement Strategy

Refine the existing Draft Community Engagement Strategy for tabling
with PEG.

Nathan/
Brendan

H

15/11/2016

Draft prepared and refined with Internal Project Team.
PEG worked through and refined collectively at
meeting on 15/11/16. Updated version to Nov Council

4/10/2016

PEG

Prospect Road Traders Engagement

Commence liaison with Prospect Road Traders and the URPS Mailing
list from the Main North Road Master Plan engagement work.

Chris

H

1/11/2016

Initial discussions occurred through Network Prospect.

18/10/2018

PEG

Community Engagement Strategy

Align Engagement Strategy with Project Plan and cover key steps.
Work on MS Project version.

Chris / Jo

H

15/11/2016

Work commenced on alignment on 26/10 for review
by PEG on 15/11/16 meeting

1/11/2016

PEG

Community Engagement Strategy

Community Engagement Strategy ‐ separate document (outside of
Project Plan) for next PEG meeting.

Chris / Brendan
/ Jo

H

15/11/2016

Updated version created for review at 15/11/16
meeting

1/11/2016

PEG

Communit y Advisory Group

Update CAG ToR, test with key locals and commence EoI process

Nathan /
Brendan

H

15/11/2016

Testing in‐house and external occurred. ToR language
changed and EoI process commenced.

15/11/2016

PEG

Community Advisory Group

Rename Community Advisory Group as Community Reference Group
(CRG)

Nathan

H

22/11/2016

Council report and ToR all updated

15/11/2016

PEG

Community Reference Group

Updated Draft Community Engagement Plan to be presented with
November Council report.

Nathan

22/11/2016

Updated version created and attached to November
Council report
PEG to appoint on 20 December.

a
tt

A

H

6/12/2016

PEG

Community Reference Group

Appointment of Community Reference Group

Nathan
(Brendan)

O

20/12/2016

6/12/2016

PEG

Community Reference Group

Arrange for introduction and team building (goal setting) session for
CRG

Nathan
(Brendan)

O

Jan‐17

To be arranged on appointment of members.
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Meeting
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O = Ongoing
Responsibility C = Completed
H = Historic

Action Item

Target Date

Status

Council Decision

t
n

18/10/2016

PEG

PEG Terms of Reference

Draft Terms of Reference document and Decision Making Framework
will be included in project update report to November Council.

Nathan

H

22/11/2016

Report prepared for November Council

1/11/2016

PEG

Community Engagement Strategy

For consideration by Council in November (Communications and
Engagement components)

Nathan

H

22/11/2016

Report prepared for November Council

H

22/11/2016

Attachment finalised for November Council

Nathan
(Brendan)

O

20/01/2017

To be arranged (likely February).

Nathan

O

24/01/2017

Work commenced for discussion at December
Workshop.

Nathan (Chris

O

24/01/2017

Report prepared for December. January report to
follow.

15/11/2016

Initial phone hook‐up held with PEG discussing options
and inclusions of highest and best use. SGS working
towards 15 November Workshop. Discussion with PEG
7/11/2016.

15/11/2016

PEG

e
m

Include in November Council Report a version of the full Project Plan
(with draft/subject to change)

Critical Path

6/12/2016

PEG

SGS Report

Council Workshop early in 2017 at TSC

6/12/2016

PEG

Independent Analysis

Independent Analysis report to Council (with recommended Option
and Site)

6/12/2016

PEG

Council Report

Council report to include: Options for working with
developer/partners; Project Management framework and Risk Profile

Economic Analysis

20/09/2016

PEG

SGS economic analysis project work

4/10/2016

PEG

Property Valuations

4/10/2016

PEG

Finalise Location Options

1/11/2016

PEG

Civic Centre Valuation

1/11/2016

PEG

Developer Interest

a
tt

h
c

Report on progress of economic analysis

Chris

Jo

H

Source any recent valuations and provide to SGS (if not already
provided). Civic Centre Value to be extrapolated from 2013 valuation
adding UCZ upzoning, multiple CPI’s and consideration of recent local
sales to give floor area rates.

Nathan

H

1/11/2016

Depot/ Tram Barn 2016 valuation sourced and
provided to SGS.
01/11/2016 ‐ Check with SGS that Civic is a highest
and best use valuation.

Nathan to clarify (based on discussions and built from internal email
from last week) what the options are which are being assessed and
distribute.

Nathan

H

18/10/2016

Discussed with SGS and provided to PEG. Also
provided with October Council Report.

Provide Maloney’s valuation to Mayor

Nathan

H

7/11/2016

NC checked and valuation document from Maloney’s
was for Depot Site. Unable to provide.

Chris to continue seeking feedback from developers on interest in
either site/ option.

Chris

H

15/11/2016

Initial discussions have occurred, will be progressed
once the site is decided upon.

Megan

H

4/11/2016

Relevant parties have been invited to each meeting.

Chris

O

20/01/2017

To be considered.

A

1/11/2016

PEG

Economic Analysis

SGS report to PEG on 7/11/16 (Special PEG) then to EM Workshop
15/11/16 (Special Workshop) Ensure relevant parties are invited to
each meeting

6/12/2016

PEG

Developer Options

Framework for partnering with developer and consider tenancy
options
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O = Ongoing
Responsibility C = Completed
H = Historic

Action Item

Target Date

Status

Funding
18/10/2018

PEG

Prudential Report

Check timing for Prudential Report and seek example from across the
sector

Chris / Cate
(Chris B)

C

22/11/2016

Questions to Finance Team 25/10/16. Tea Tree Gully
and Charles Sturt options being sought

28/10/2016

IPT

Grant Funding

Explore Grant opportunities upfront but give serious consideration
longer term.

Cate/ Chris/ Jo

O

30/11/2016

Initial review commenced. Contact Tony Stacy.

6/12/2016

PEG

Prudential Report

Prepare Prudential Report brief.

Nathan (Ginny)

O

20/12/2016

Draft initiated.

6/12/2016

PEG

Funding

Mayor and Cate to meet with Local Government Finance Authority re
20% funding announcement (seeking guidelines around funding)

O

Jan‐17

Project Timeline Draft

Refine existing Draft Project Timeline for tabling with the group.

H

18/10/2016

Draft prepared and refined with Internal Project Team.
PEG worked through collectively at meeting on
18/10/16

4/10/2016

PEG

h
c

18/10/2016

PEG

Project Timeline Draft

Chris to work through Project Timeline draft in MS Project ensuring
critical path and key decision points are noted

18/10/2016

PEG

Architect Expression of Interest Draft

Consider expression of interest for Architect – timeframe and rough
scale, $4m ‐ $22m. PEG to shortlist down to 5 applicants, final
appointment by Council. Applicants might present at Workshop

18/10/2016

PEG

Budget for architect – What can we capitalise? How much this
Project Manager Expression of Interest
financial year? Check procurement policy – how can this appointment
Draft
be made?

1/11/2016

PEG

Inclement Weather Contingency

6/12/2016

PEG

Project Manager Brief

Other / Misc

a
tt

t
n

e
m

Project Management

Cate

Nathan/
Brendan/ Chris
/ Jo

Meeting to be arranged in New Year.

Chris/ Jo

H

15/11/2016

Chris and Jo refined, critical path created and general
alignment with Community Engagement Strategy
achieved all for Council report (November)

Nathan/ Cate

O

30/11/2016

Considering Architect and Project Management
Procurement. Architect likely to follow Project
Manager

Nathan/ Jo
(Chris B)

O

30/11/2016

Unable to capitalise until a detailed design is
completed. Ginny will confirm the procurement policy
question.

Follow up with Master Builders Assoc on contingency period for
inclement weather

Chris

H

7/11/2016

Chris checked and 10 days is industry standard

Finalise Project Manager brief for David’s review and December
release

Nathan (Chris &
Jo)

O

20/12/2016

Draft edited and provided to Mayor/PEG for final
thoughts.

A

